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Melbourne
To :
Productivity Commission
via online submission form
Submission on 5-year Data and Digital Dividend inquiry
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments on the Productivity Commission’s latest
public inquiry into Australia’s Data and Digital Dividend.
This submission is in reference to the Interim Report No.2 issued on 23 August 2022 and in
particular Section 3.1 of the Interim Report on ‘Investing in regional digital infrastructure’.
I have over 30 years’ experience in engineering, commercial and regulatory roles in
telecommunications in Australian and international markets.1 In particular, I was Chief
Technology Officer of NBN Co from 2009 to 2014.
Since leaving NBN Co, while working in Hong Kong, and now since my return in 2019 to
Australia, I have made numerous public comments regarding Australia’s fixed broadband
market on my blog (see http://www.mclarenwilliams.com.au/blog) and submissions to ACCC,
Productivity Commission and parliamentary inquiries.2
In a recent post on the Telstra / TPG Telecom regional mobile network sharing deal, I have
mentioned the Productivity Commission’s Interim Report and some of my early thoughts
related to this submission.3
I am currently a consultant with Hardiman Telecommunications Ltd, a boutique consultancy
providing a range of services related to the telecommunications sector across Europe, Asia and
Africa.4 The comments in this submission are purely my own and should not be seen as the
opinions or views of anyone else.
General Comments
Section 3.1 of the Interim Report highlights an important area of concern regarding Australia’s
digital infrastructure. A coherent policy for investment in regional fixed and mobile broadband
connectivity has been lacking in Australia for many decades.
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In a 2018 article for the Australian Journal of Telecommunications and the Digital Economy
(ATJDE) titled ‘What Now for Australia’s NBN?’5 I summarised the policy flip-flops regarding
regional telecommunications investment spanning the period from Telecom Australia to the
current NBN under the heading ‘Australia’s Bush Telecommunications Problem’.
In essence Australia’s political landscape has preferred a policy regime where the necessary
cross-subsidy to fund investments in the uneconomic regional areas of Australia is hidden
behind its state-owned monopoly companies – originally this was the Post Master General’s
department which carried over into Telecom Australia / Telstra and is now the case with NBN
Co.
During the period of Telstra’s staggered privatisations in the late 1990s and early 2000s there
was an attempt at transparent funding under the Universal Service Obligation (USO) when the
ACMA sought to determine the subsidy by economic modelling and arrange for the subsidy to
be borne by the industry as a whole rather than relying solely on Telstra. However, as the
former Minister for Communications admitted in 20156, this process became ‘highly
politicised’ with the levy being determined by a ‘negotiated settlement’ via ministerial
determinations.
The arrival of the NBN saw a near-complete reversion back to the PMG / Telecom / Telstra
process of leaving the cross-subsidy largely hidden within the fixed line monopoly’s business
model of using the higher profits from urban telecommunications services to subsidise the
uneconomic regional services.
NBN Co Cross-Subsidy for Regional Areas lacks transparency and is incomplete
As pointed out in the Interim Report, current funding of regional telecommunications is
significant but the vast majority is hidden behind NBN Co’s internal cross-subsidy.
The ACCC has estimated the total losses that have been and will be incurred by NBN Co for
the provision of the Fixed Wireless and Satellite networks from 2009 to 2040 to have an NPV
of $12.949 billion in 2020 dollars.7 On a simple annualised basis this amounts to a crosssubsidy of approximately $418 million per annum.8
The Regional Broadband Scheme (RBS) levy on non-NBN high speed broadband providers
(which was finally implemented in 2021 after being first announced in 2014) was created to
partially compensate NBN Co for these losses by imposing a levy on NBN Co’s competitors
in urban areas. Based on reports for the first 6 months (1 January 2021 to 30 June 2021) of the
RBS levy’s operation, the total annualised amount is $655.4 million,9 of which the non-NBN
fixed line operators are contributing $23 million10 (or 3.5%) which corresponds roughly to their
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market share of high speed broadband services.11 NBN Co must manage the remaining losses
within its own business as it is not subject to the RBS levy.
Currently, the RBS scheme excludes any contributions from operators providing services over
wireless broadband technologies. It is anticipated that the number of fixed wireless services
will growing significantly over the next 5 to 10 years as 5G technologies enable the mainstream
Mobile Network Operators (Telstra, Optus and TPG Telecom / Vodafone) to deliver higher
broadband speeds to fixed customer premises equipment (CPE).
According to the ACCC there were only 31,000 non-NBN fixed wireless and satellite services
as of June 2021.12 However, TPG Telecom has reported it had 80,000 fixed wireless services
as of the same date, with a target to grow to 160,000 fixed wireless services by 30 June 2022.13
TPG Telecom have also stated that migration of customers from the NBN to fixed wireless
technologies is driven by significant commercial incentives, with savings of $50 million per
annum of costs paid to NBN Co for every 100,000 customers migrated.14
Given the incentives for Telstra and Optus to also choose fixed wireless technologies to deliver
high speed broadband services at lower costs in areas where they have spectrum underutilised
for mobile network purposes it is likely that the number of fixed wireless services will
significantly exceed the current number of non-NBN fixed broadband services.
This has recently been confirmed by NBN Co in its March 2022 Special Access Undertaking
(SAU) submission where it stated that ‘increasing competition from 4G and 5G network
operators is driving sustained and increasing net churn off the nbn network”, with a forecast
net churn of 263,000 customers in FY22 and 283,000 customers in FY23.15
Based on these forecasts it is likely that approximately 600,000 fixed wireless broadband
services will be operating in urban areas by mid-2023. This will represent approximately 7.5%
of the 8 million broadband services expected in NBN Co’s fixed line footprint and is likely to
continue to grow well over 10% of services after 2023. This is significantly higher than the
current share of 3.5% for non-NBN fixed line broadband services as stated above.
The Regional Broadband Scheme was conceived at a time when NBN Co’s business model
was changing to use a mixture of technologies in urban footprints and when TPG Telecom was
threatening the rollout of an extensive Fibre to the Building (FTTB) network to compete with
NBN Co.16 It’s my opinion that the scheme’s real purpose, along with other significant
regulation on non-NBN operators, was to increase the costs on TPG Telecom and other similar
fixed network operators in order that they did not compete with and in some cases ‘front-run’
the NBN. These measures have been largely successful in entrenching NBN Co’s fixed
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broadband monopoly, but it is becoming clear that fixed wireless technologies will continue to
threaten the NBN business model.
In any event, the Regional Broadband Scheme is currently being charged on too narrow a range
of services and imposes a significant burden on a small number of non-NBN fixed line
operators thus reducing competition and overall broadband investment efficiency.
Furthermore, it should also be noted that the ACCC’s estimate of the cross-subsidy does not
include any allowance for loss-making services in the fixed network component of the NBN
(ie. within the 92% of the network serviced by a mixture of fixed line technologies). It is safe
to say that the subsidisation of loss making areas in the fixed network footprint will also be
substantial and may even be of the same order as the losses for the Fixed Wireless and Satellite
networks.
Ad Hoc Regional Funding Programs
Other government programs for regional telecommunications infrastructure appear to be
entirely ad hoc and highly reliant on political considerations regarding sensitive regional
communities.
The Interim Report refers to the Mobile Black Spot Program (MBSP) and Regional
Connectivity Program (RCP) which have been Federal Government initiatives covering a range
of different service types and technologies, including mobile, fixed wireless, fibre broadband,
microwave and fibre backhaul.
It should be noted that funding is also provided to NBN Co directly, outside its standard
financing arrangements (ie. equity and debt). According to its 2022 Annual Report, NBN Co
received $547 million in government grants17 made up of $480 million for Fixed Wireless
upgrades, $33 million from the Regional Broadband Scheme and presumably the balance ($34
million) from state and local governments18, adding to the opaque nature of NBN Co’s regional
cross-subsidy.
The Interim Report is correct to highlight the lack of transparency on how subsidies are
provided in respect of the MBSP and RCP schemes. This lack of transparency also applies to
other federal, state and local government initiatives that are also subsidising regional
telecommunications investment.
Other Federal programs for funding regional telecommunications include :
•

North Queensland Telecommunications and Energy Improvement Grants - $13
million19, of which $2 million for NBN Co20.
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Some examples of State government funding are :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting Victoria Program - $550 million21, including $110 million to NBN Co.22
NSW Regional Digital Connectivity Program - $400 million23
NSW Connecting Country Communities Fund - $50 million24
WA Digital Connectivity – past projects - $125 million25
WA Digital Connectivity Program – new projects - $48.6 million26
South Australia’s Mobile Network Extension Devices Pilot Program - $10 million27

Ongoing Universal Service Obligation payments to Telstra
The Interim Report does give passing reference to the Universal Service Obligation (USO) that
remains in place to ensure that standard telephone services and payphones are reasonably
accessible across Australia.
Under the legislation and agreements made with Telstra at the time of the introduction of the
NBN, Telstra is obligated to maintain its fixed line copper network until 2032 in areas where
there is no NBN fixed line service available.
The Productivity Commission held an inquiry in 2016 and released a report in 201728 on these
arrangements and recommended that the USO be wound up. The Federal Government,
however, has continued the program, albeit under the framework of a ‘Universal Service
Guarantee’ that involves both broadband and the standard telephone service.
The USO subsidy paid to Telstra is fixed at $270 million per annum, with $100 million being
paid by the Federal Government and the remainder ($170 million) shared across industry on a
pro-rata basis. In 2021, Telstra’s contribution was approximately 53.2% of the industry’s share
of $170 million.
In my submission to the Productivity Commission’s 2016 inquiry,29 I highlighted that the NBN
Co Fixed Wireless network is entirely capable of supporting the standard telephone service and
that the USO payments to Telstra to maintain the copper network in these areas are not required.
However, the USO for the standard telephone service in NBN satellite areas may still be
necessary given the latency limitation of satellite communications using the NBN satellites.
Newer satellite technologies (ie. Low Earth Orbit satellites) may now mean that there are
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significantly more cost effective options than maintaining Telstra’s USO obligations and
payments, even in the NBN satellite coverage areas.
In any case the Productivity Commission should recommend a further review and re-iterate its
previous recommendations for the USO to be wound down as part of its current inquiry.
Estimating the Total Cross-Subsidy for Regional Telecommunications
So how much is the total cross-subsidy for Australia’s regional uneconomic
telecommunications services?
This is a difficult question that requires deeper, rigorous analysis.
The below table is quick overview of the current annualised amount30 that are being paid to
various recipients to promote investment in uneconomic telecommunications services that I
have mentioned in this submission.
Type

Annualised
Amount
Service $270 million
for Standard
Service and

Universal
Obligation
Telephone
Payphones
Regional
Broadband $417 million31
Scheme for NBN Co Fixed
Wireless and Satellite
Mobile Blackspots Program $63 million32
Regional
Program

Industry levy : $170 million

Funding
Recipient
Telstra

$96 million34

Federal Government : $100
million
Industry levy with additional NBN Co
$237 million for past NBN
Co losses
Federal Government
Mobile
Network
Operators
Federal Government
Telstra,
NBN Co
and others
Federal Government
NBN Co

$110 million35
$90 million36

Victorian Government
NSW Government

Various
Various

$37 million37

WA and SA Governments

Various

Connectivity $63 million33

NBN
Fixed
Wireless
Upgrades
Connecting Victoria
NSW Regional Digital
Connectivity
Other State Government
programs
Total

Funding Source

$1.146 billion
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The programs of the WA and SA governments of $183.6 million have been assumed to be over 5 years.
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As can be seen, the estimate of the cross-subsidy amounts to over $1.1 billion annually.
Approximately 50% of the above payments are being provided directly by governments and
50% by industry levies on telecommunication operators.
The ad hoc nature, duplication and funding of obsolete services (ie. copper based telephone
services) would suggest that these funding arrangements are highly inefficient and wasteful of
both industry and government financial resources.
Moreover, these schemes are not likely to cover the full cross-subsidy as the loss-making areas
of NBN Co’s fixed network areas are not part of any scheme and must be absorbed within
NBN Co’s own accounts.
Sustainable Regional Telecommunications Funding
In my 2018 paper to the ATJDE journal I put forward an alternative means of funding and
managing investment into the uneconomic regional telecommunications infrastructure.
In essence this would involve a levy on all retail telecommunications revenue in Australia. A
levy of 2.5% was suggested for illustrative purposes. Such a levy would raise approximately
$1 billion per annum and could be used to establish a regional telecommunications investment
fund that is dedicated to telecommunications investment in the uneconomic areas of Australia.
This fund would address the need for ongoing funding and enable such investment to be made
in a timely manner and keep regional Australia at a similar benchmark to urban Australia. It
may even be sufficient to contribute to additional investment to cater for funding enhanced
network resiliency in the face of the increasing incidence of climate change and natural
disasters that have often and will increasingly plague regional Australian communities.
By placing the levy on all retail telecommunications services (mobile, fixed, enterprise and
other new services) the cost is shared across all users of Australian networks. A levy at the
retail level would also reduce the likelihood of disputes between service providers related to
the appropriate cost sharing, as all services would be treated equally in a competitively neutral
arrangement.
A legislated levy and fund would centralise the management of this investment in a way that
was publicly accountable rather than the current regime of ad hoc grants that are prone to
political influences rather than rational, evidenced based choices.
The Productivity Commission should consider recommending such a funding mechanism in
its final report.
Competitive Market-based mechanisms for Digital Infrastructure
The Interim Report puts forward a competitive, market-based mechanism to deliver a more
efficient mechanism for delivering a Universal Service Guarantee. I also suggested such an
approach in my 2018 ATJDE paper.
However, such an approach needs to have a secure regular source of ongoing funding to ensure
that the various network operators, including new entrants, are able to build up capability to
respond to tenders and develop capabilities for servicing regional Australia. Ad hoc and
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uncertain funding will likely result in funding going to the largest players who can leverage
their existing networks (eg. Telstra and NBN Co) and restrict innovative solutions from newer
technologies. This has largely been the case for the MBSP and RCP programs.
This new approach would supersede the existing range of ad hoc measures and the RBS, MBSP
and RCP programs.
An opportunity may also exist for the fund to provide ongoing funding to NBN Co for its
existing loss making investments in regional Australia (ie. Fixed Wireless, Satellite and parts
of its fixed network) and hence enable it to continue to invest in these networks without placing
a cross-subsidy burden on its own urban infrastructure and that of its competitors. This would
have the additional benefit of enhancing competitive neutrality in the urban areas between
NBN Co and its competitors in the areas where investment is economic (ie. urban Australia).
In any case, significant changes are urgently needed to address the inefficiencies , duplications
and negative impacts on competition from the current funding arrangements.
Substantial changes are likely to also significantly impact NBN Co’s SAU that is being
considered by the ACCC, given that NBN Co is largely managing the cross-subsidy within its
own business model. Competitive threats from different technologies (largely fixed wireless
broadband) will make this difficult to achieve over the term of the SAU (ie. until 2040).
If the NBN Co SAU is approved on the current ad hoc, inefficient regional funding
arrangements then there may be no opportunity to address these within the term of the SAU
(ie. until 2040), locking in higher prices from the inefficiencies in broadband services across
the nation.
Better Data to guide Investment
The centralisation of funding for investment in regional Australian telecommunications would
enable more efficient and extensive data analysis, collection and modelling to inform the
geographic areas and service types that are actually uneconomic and in need of subsidisation.
A new organisation put in charge of managing the efficient allocation of funding through
competitive tendering would need to be well-informed of the technical, economic and market
requirements to enable a successful process that encouraged best value for money.
Such an organisation could be established within the ACMA and co-ordinate its data
requirements with the ACCC. Alternatively, the organisation could be established as a new
agency giving the size of its budget and the need for transparency and accountability to the
general public in terms of efficient use of the funds raised.
Conclusion
The Productivity Commission should be commended for putting a focus on the long running
problems of Australia’s regional telecommunications investment policies. Better data,
sustained funding and a competitive, market based model for the delivery of services to
regional Australians will be provide significant economic and social benefits.
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The increasing challenges of climate change will be best mitigated by having a vibrant regional
economy that can deliver new, climate-friendly, energy sources for Australia and for export
that will eventually need to replace the current reliance on fossil fuel energy sources. Modern,
effective and resilient telecommunication services will be key to enable these changes and also
cope with the likely increase in climate linked events that will impact these same communities.
A centralised government run organisation should be given the accountability to efficiently
fund, manage and monitor a competitive tender process for the necessary investments in what
would otherwise be uneconomic areas for investment.
The Productivity Commission should put more emphasis on the need for a sustainable, ongoing
funding mechanism for regional telecommunications infrastructure such as the retail based levy
I have mentioned in this submission.
Given the current consideration of the NBN Co SAU, it is imperative that the inefficiencies,
duplication and negative impacts on competition from the current ad hoc and fragmented
regional funding schemes are addressed urgently. Otherwise these inefficiencies may not be
able to overcome during the term of the SAU (ie. until 2040).
It is important that our political leaders and policy makers seriously consider changing the
regional telecommunications funding and investment model as soon as possible to ensure
Australia is best able to leverage its vital regional natural and human resources that have for a
long time been a key part of the nation’s competitive advantage.
Yours sincerely,

Gary McLaren
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